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NOTE ON THE THERMAL STRESSES IN A LONG CIRCULAR CYLINDER OF m + 1 CONCENTRIC MATERIALS* By B. E. GATEWOOD (AF Institute of Technology)
It has been shown that the stresses and displacements in a long cylindrical body1 can be expressed in terms of two functions U and F which satisfy the equations VlU = 0, V2F = kT,
where T is the temperature change, and k = Eqa/ (q -1) with E Young's modulus, q the reciprocal of Poisson's ratio, and a the linear coefficient of thermal expansion. The stresses are as follows
tiX -0, tv, = 0, at = Eet -kT + V2?7/g, where the constant strain e. is determined from the requirement that the total normal force on the cross-section of the cylinder be zero. The function U can be expressed1 in terms of two analytic functions <£(z) and H(z) as
and the function V may be taken as a particular integral of V2F = kT since the solution of V2F = 0 can be included in H(z).
The boundary conditions for the case of a circular cylinder composed of m + 1 different materials concentric to each other, each of which has different E, q, and a, can be obtained by taking the displacements and normal stresses continuous on the junction surfaces and the normal stress zero on the outside surface (let Sm be the inside material, Sm_i the adjoining material concentric to Sm , and S0 the outside material; let C0 of radius r0 be the outside boundary and C,-of radius r,-the boundary between Sj and Sj-i with j = 1, 2, • • • , m):
(
where z = t on C,\ Y = Vx + iVu , G = Eq/2{q + 1), ^(z) = H'{z), and f 
Since the functions <£, and are analytic, they can be represented by a Laurent series in Sf (j -0, 1, • • • , m -1) and a power series in S" : <t>,(z) = Z (a;» + iK)z' + Z (pin. + idin)z ", n=0
n -1
ii ( If these expressions be substituted in the boundary conditions (4), (5), and (6) and the resulting expressions together with their conjugates be integrated over the respective circles by use of the Cauchy integral formula, then a system of equations for determining the desired analytic functions is obtained. In some cases the functions can be determined directly while in others they can be obtained by equating coefficients of like powers of z. For the general case the coefficients in Eq. (8) can be expressed in terms of the coefficients in Eq. (9) by means of recursion formulas. The coefficients ai0 + ibi0 , ei0 + if,o , bn , and hn may be neglected since they contribute nothing to the stresses. an and gn are determined by 2a0i + goi/rl = A0l , gml = 0, (2 + Mj)an + NjCi,-i,i + gn/r' = Rj + An , j = I, m,
Mjdji + (2 + N= ft, + En .
Define win = ain + ibin , xin = c,-" + idin , yin = e,-" + ifin , zin = gin + ihln , Wln = A," + iBin , etc., whence wi2 and zi2 are given by Woa + Zoi/rt = JFoa , = 0,
MjWj2 + (1 + Nj)Wj-i,a + 0,_li3/rj = Y,a .
The remaining coefficients win , x,,"-2, y,,n-i, and zin (n > 3) are given by (pf = r,+1/r,) For the case of the temperature a function of the radius the functions become very simple with the series in Eqs. (8) and (9) 
